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All Kinds of Families Hoberman, Mary Ann 1 With irresistible, rollicking rhyme, beloved picture book author Mary Ann Hoberman shows readers that families, large and 
small, are all around us. From celery stalks to bottle caps, buttons, and rings, the objects we group together form families, just 
like the ones we are a part of. And, as we grow up, our families grow, too. Mary Ann Hoberman gives readers a sense of 
belonging in this all-inclusive celebration of families and our role in them.

Amazing You! Saltz, Gail 1 A picture book designed especially for young children who are becoming sexually aware but aren't ready to learn about sexual 
intercourse. Written with warmth and honesty, Amazing You! presents clear and age-appropriate information about 
reproduction, birth, and the difference between girls' and boys' bodies. Lynne Cravath's whimsical illustrations enliven the text, 
making this a book that parents will gladly share with their young ones.

And Tango Makes Three Richardson, Justin and Peter Parnel 1 The book is based on the true story of Roy and Silo, two male chinstrap penguins in New York's Central Park Zoo. The book 
follows the six years of their life when they formed a couple and were given an egg to raise.

Changing Bodies, Changing 
Lives

Bell, Ruth, et al. 1 Addresses the need for open dialogue between teenagers on the topics of sex and relationships. Informs them on how to 
prevent unwanted pregnancies and sexually transmitted diseases. Updated to include material on suicide, AIDS and food and 
drug abuse.

Children Just Like Me Kindersley, Barnabas and Anabel 1 Published to coincide with UNICEF's fiftieth anniversary, a celebration of children around the world is based upon interviews 
with young people from all walks of life and reveals their diverse cultural backgrounds and universal similarities.

George Gino, Alex 1 BE WHO YOU ARE. When people look at George, they think they see a boy. But she knows she's not a boy. She knows she's a 
girl. George thinks she'll have to keep this a secret forever. Then her teacher announces that their class play is going to be 
Charlotte's Web. George really, really, REALLY wants to play Charlotte. But the teacher says she can't even try out for the part . 
. . because she's a boy. With the help of her best friend, Kelly, George comes up with a plan. Not just so she can be Charlotte -- 
but so everyone can know who she is, once and for all.

I Said No! A kid-to-kid 
guide to keeping private 
parts private

Zach and Kimberly King 1 Helping kids set healthy boundaries for their private parts can be a daunting and awkward task for parents, counselors and 
educators. Written from a kid's point of view, I Said No! makes this task a lot easier. To help Zack cope with a real-life 
experience he had with a friend, he and his mom wrote a book to help prepare other kids to deal with a range of problematic 
situations. I Said No! uses kid-friendly language and illustrations to help parents and concerned adults give kids guidance they 
can understand, practice and use. Using a simple, direct, decidedly non-icky approach that doesn't dumb down the issues 
involved, as well as an easy-to-use system to help kids rehearse and remember appropriate responses to help keep them 
safe.

It's Not The Stork Harris, Robie H and Michael Emberley 1 IT'S NOT THE STORK! helps answer these endless and perfectly normal questions that preschool, kindergarten, and early 
elementary school children ask about how they began. Through lively, comfortable language and sensitive, engaging artwork, 
Robie H. Harris and Michael Emberley address readers in a reassuring way, mindful of a child's healthy desire for 
straightforward information. Two irresistible cartoon characters, a curious bird and a squeamish bee, provide comic relief and 
give voice to the full range of emotions and reactions children may experience while learning about their amazing bodies. 
Vetted and approved by science, health, and child development experts, the information is up-to-date, age-appropriate, and 
scientifically accurate, and always aimed at helping kids feel proud, knowledgeable, and comfortable about their own bodies, 
about how they were born, and about the family they are part of.
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It's Perfectly Normal Harris, Robie H and Michael Emberley 4 ** OWL 4-6 family resource book ** For two decades, this universally acclaimed book on sexuality has been the most trusted 
and accessible resource for kids, parents, teachers, librarians, and anyone else who cares about the well-being of tweens and 
teens. Now, in honor of its anniversary, It’s Perfectly Normal has been updated with information on subjects such as safe and 
savvy Internet use, gender identity, emergency contraception, and more. Providing accurate and up-to-date answers to nearly 
every imaginable question, from conception and puberty to birth control and STDs, It’s Perfectly Normal offers young people 
the information they need—now more than ever—to make responsible decisions and stay healthy

My Princess Boy Kilodavis, Cheryl 1 My Princess Boy is a nonfiction picture book about acceptance. With words and illustrations even the youngest of children can 
understand, My Princess Boy tells the tale of 4-year-old boy who happily expresses his authentic self by happily dressing up in 
dresses, and enjoying traditional girl things such as jewelry and anything pink or sparkly. The book is from a mom's point of 
view, sharing both good and bad observations and experiences with friends and family, at school and in shopping stores. My 
Princess Boy opens a dialogue about embracing uniqueness, and teaches you and others how to accept young boys who might 
cross traditional gender line clothing expectations. The book ends with the understanding that 'my' Princess Boy is really 'our' 
Princess Boy, and as a community, we can accept and support youth for whoever they are and however they wish to look.

Parent Guide to Our Whole 
Lives: Grades K-1 and 4-6

Hoertdoerfer, Patricia 8 Resouce for Parents of children taking OWL in Grades K-1 and 4-6

Preventing Child Sexual 
Abuse 9-12

Goering Reid, Kathryn and Marie m. 
Fortune

1 Provides information on sexual abuse and prevention to older children in the context of a religious education program. The 13 
sessions draw on excellent secular materials while using basic biblical resources.

Say Something Moss, Peggy 1 At this school, there are some children who push and tease and bully. Sometimes they hurt other kids by just ignoring them. 
The girl in this story sees it happening, but she would never do these mean things herself. Then one day something happens 
that shows her that being a silent bystander isn t enough. Will she take some steps on her own to help another kid? Could it be 
as simple as sitting on the bus with the girl no one has befriended (and discovering that she has a great sense of humor)?

Sex is a Funny Word Silverberg, Cory and Fiona Smyth 1 A comic book for kids that includes children and families of all makeups, orientations, and gender identies, Sex Is a Funny Word 
is an essential resource about bodies, gender, and sexuality for children ages 8 to 10 as well as their parents and caregivers. 
Much more than the "facts of life" or "the birds and the bees," Sex Is a Funny Word opens up conversations between young 
people and their caregivers in a way that allows adults to convey their values and beliefs while providing information about 
boundaries, safety, and joy.

Sexuality and Our Faith, 
Grades 4-6

Hoertdoerfer, Patricia & Makanah 
Morriss

1 Resouce for OWL Facilitators of Grades 4-6

That New Baby Bonnett Stein, Sara 1 Sarahs books have text that children understand as well as side text for the parent that go into more detail on how to 
introduce the subject to a child on a level that they can understand as well as explaining to the parent what the child might be 
feeling and ideas on how to comfort them.

The Day We Met You Phoebe Koehler 1 A special picture book for ages 2-5, The Day We Met You explores a couple lovingly preparing their home for an adopted baby. 
"Adopted children love to hear their homecoming stories over and over, and this is a perfect book to encourage such retellings.
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The People on the Corner Orr, Leslye 1 Award-winning playwright, performer, and artist Leslye Orr has turned her talents toward the "possibilities of disabilities" in 
her first children's book. The People on the Corner centers on five neighborhood friends who learn how good neighbors can 
include everyone. When they learn that new people are moving into the house on the corner, they decide to greet them. Many 
of the 12 members of the big blended Long family (including their three-legged cat named Trike) have disabilities - as well as 
capabilities. But the five friends have doubts and hold a secret club meeting in their fort "to see if the Long kids..." as the 
rhyming cadence in the book recounts, "...are going to be our sort." While spying on their new neighbors, they discover the 
Longs have an amazing three-story, dream-come-true fort with an elevator on a rope and two lookout towers. The Longs spot 
the spies and invite them to play baseball, by their rules; rules that equalize all the players. The five pals discover that the 
Longs never wondered about what their abilities were and that they are just good neighbors because whether they have "...
block parades or neighborhood plays, everyone's included."

What's the Big Secret? Brown, Laurie Krasny and Marc 
Brown

1 If you're having trouble talking to your children about sex--knowing what to say and when to say it--then here is the book for 
you. With characteristic sensitivity and humor, the talented team who created Dinosaurs Divorce and When Dinosaurs Die 
presents helpful basic information, including answers to tough questions.

Where Did I Come From? Mayle, Peter 1 For more than twenty years "Where Did I Come From?" has helped parents explain the facts of life to their curious children. 
Millions of children have enjoyed the humor and honesty in this book, while learning how babies are really made. Now this 
classic has been adapted for African-American parents and children. This text is reader friendly and should appeal to a broad 
market.


